
1. The surface temperature of the Sun is
��� � �������

K;
its radius is 	 � � 
����
 � �����

m; its distance from the
Earth is

����� � �������
m. Assume that it radiates as a

black body.� What is the Sun’s luminosity?� What is the flux at the Earth?� What is the surface brightness of the Sun at � � GHz?� What is the flux density of the Sun at � � GHz at the
Earth?� How much energy would be received by a VSA an-
tenna of radius 7 cm and bandwidth 1.5 GHz working at
30 GHz in 1 hour?

2. � Calculate the frequency at which B( � ) for the 2.7 K
CMB is a maximum.� Rewrite the Planck formula in terms of wavelength to
find B( � ). At what wavelength does this have a maxi-
mum? Comment on your result.� Calculate the spectrum for a small temperature anisotropy
in the CMB. At what frequency does this have a maxi-
mum?



3. A distant radio source angular size 0.1 arcsec with a flux
density of 100 Jy at 1.4 GHz is observed with a radio
telescope through a galactic cloud. The cloud may be
taken to be a homogeneous cube of gas of temperature
100 K of side 10 pc at a distance of 1 kpc and has an
optical depth of 3 at 1.4 GHz. Calculate the flux density
received by the radio telescope for different telescope
beamsizes (FWHM) of (a) 1 arcsec, (b) 3 arcsec, (c) 1
arcmin (d) 1 degree.

4. An idealised protostellar envelope consists of a homo-
geneous cube of size � � � � �! #"%$'& at a distance( � �) � pc. The mass opacity coefficient of the enve-
lope material (due to its dust content) is
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The total flux density of the object is measured to beB + �  �-� �C�� Jy at

8 � �� � GHz, and
B + � D�-FEGD Jy

at
8 � DH � GHz; the flux density

B + peaks at
8 �

EJI) H GHz.K Find the spectral index between 100 and 300 GHz,
and hence estimate the dust opacity index L assuming
the dust is optically thin at these wavelengths.K Estimate the dust temperature from the location of the
peak.K Hence find the density and total mass of the envelope,
and the dust optical depth at 300 GHz.



5. A massive star at a distance of M)N�N pc undergoes mass
loss at a rate O P O�N�QSR%T UWV?X per yr in a spherical
ionised wind with a constant temperature of O!N�Y K and
a constant speed of Z)N�N kms. The free-free absorp-
tion coefficient for the plasma at a frequency [ can be
taken to be \^] _ ` acbSd QSegfhb7[,QSb , where ` _ Z P
O!N QjiWblk mSn eofhb%p q b and a is the proton number den-
sity. Estimate the apparent source size as a function of
frequency (i.e. the source radius to an optical depth of
unity); hence, by approximating the emission as Rayleigh-
Jeans blackbody emission from a source of this size, es-
timate the total flux density and spectral index at [ _
OrM Ghz. If the wind accelerates away from the star,
maintaining a constant temperature, will the spectral in-
dex and the total flux increase or decrease?

6. (Enthusiasts only) Derive an approximate expression re-
lating equipartition energy in magnetic field and relativis-
tic particles in a radio lobe to radio surface brightness,
line-of-sight depth and redshift.

A sausage-shaped radio lobe at redshift z=0.1 is uni-
formly bright, has a size of OlP Mtsvuxw k y{z b and produces
a flux density of 6 Jy at 151 MHz. Estimate its physical
size, its luminosity, its energy density, its magnetic field
and its total stored energy.

If the source is a classical double with two such lobes
and the “break” frequency is 1 GHz, estimate the total
age and expansion speed of the source.



7. (NB it will help to do question 2 first) A distant flat-spectrum
radio source with a flux density of 100 Jy at 1.4 GHz is
observed with a radio telescope through a galactic HI
cloud. The cloud may be taken to be a homogeneous
cube of gas of side 10 pc at a distance of 1 kpc, a mass
of 1000 solar masses and a hydrogen kinetic and spin
temperature of 100 K.| Show that the peak optical depth of the HI line line the
cloud is approximately 3.| plot the flux density received by the radio telescope
as a function of frequency near } ~ ��� cm, for differ-
ent telescope beamsizes (FWHM) of (a) 1 arcsec, (b) 3
arcsec, (c) 1 arcmin (d) 1 degree.

8. What processes might produce the following (explain
how we know):-| The radio radiation from radiogalaxies?| The X-rays from intracluster gas?| The 100 � m radiation from active galaxies?| A drop in the continuum level at wavelengths shorter
than 122(1+z) nm in high redshift quasar spectra?


